1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Over the last two decades there has been a substantial increase in the efforts devoted to understanding the neural bases of developmental dyslexia, which is defined as a disability in reading despite normal intelligence, adequate education and lack of obvious sensory or neurological damage ([@bb0005]; [@bb0655]), and which is the most prevalent reading disability in the population (i.e., 3--7% depending on definitional criteria and language orthography; e.g., [@bb0015]; [@bb0425]). These efforts have led to a small number of systematic findings and also to a considerable accumulation of mixed results and theoretical views in regard to the causes of this developmental disorder.

Proficient reading involves mapping visual features, such as letters (orthography) to sound (input phonology) and to meaning (semantics) as well as, for reading aloud, to articulatory codes (output phonology) that generate the corresponding speech sounds (phonetics). These reading operations are typically accomplished by means of two processing streams that run through left hemisphere regions: a *lexical ventral stream*, including the ventral occipitotemporal (vOT) and anterior inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) regions, that supports mapping of orthographic-lexical stimuli to whole words (i.e., the direct route); and a *non-lexical dorsal stream*, encompassing the parietal lobe, superior temporal gyrus (STG) and posterior IFG, that is thought to subserve orthographic-to-phonological conversion (i.e., the indirect route; [@bb0370]; [@bb0470]; [@bb0560]; [@bb0565]). Neuroimaging research using reading tasks has consistently shown regional hypoactivation for readers with dyslexia as opposed to control readers in all of these left hemisphere ventral and dorsal areas, including IFG, temporal and parietal regions, and vOT (see [@bb0330], [@bb0400]; [@bb0515], [@bb0525], for metanalytical reviews). Similarly, functional and structural MRI studies have revealed hypoactivation and structural differences in thalamic nuclei, including the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), medial geniculate nucleus (MGN), pulvinar and posterior thalamic nuclei in readers with dyslexia and samples of atypically-developing readers/talkers relative to their control counterparts ([@bb0145]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0285]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0460]; [@bb0475], [@bb0480]). Although some studies have also reported regional hyperactivation for readers with dyslexia relative to control readers, especially in the left IFG, such hyperactivation may reflect processes related to the level of current reading ability independent of dyslexia, while hypoactivation instead reflects functional atypicalities related to dyslexia itself independent of current reading ability ([@bb0265]).

Recent research has also underscored that individuals with dyslexia, as opposed to control readers, exhibit difficulties in performing sequential procedural tasks and learning from feedback (e.g., [@bb0190]; [@bb0405]), skills which rely on hippocampal function and its interactions with other cortical and subcortical regions (e.g., [@bb0380]; [@bb0445]). Deficits in these implicit learning processes are likely to impact aspects of language that require learning complex probabilistic and sequential rules ([@bb0305]). This evidence, together with recent neuroimaging findings showing hippocampal involvement in reading processes ([@bb0035]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0440]), points to the importance of examining hippocampal differences in activation and connectivity between readers with dyslexia and controls.

Despite the extensive neuroimaging evidence showing regional hypoactivation for readers with dyslexia versus control readers, most of the previous functional MRI (fMRI) and PET studies have focused on one specific reading aspect, especially in phonologically-related reading processing deficits. However, much less is known about basic orthographic and semantic deficits in dyslexia and, importantly, no studies so far have specifically examined regional hypoactivation in left hemisphere regions for phonological, orthographic and semantic aspects of reading within the same sample of both readers with and without dyslexia, and to what extent these reduced activations are associated with between-group differences in task functional connectivity. This is critical for a unified understanding of differential regional activations between readers with and without dyslexia in the main reading systems and to further inform accounts that highlight differences in connectivity between these groups of readers ([@bb0055]; [@bb0050]; [@bb0295]; [@bb0390]; [@bb0610]; [@bb0630]). Examining phonological, orthographic and semantic constituents of reading within the same study for readers with and without dyslexia is also relevant for theoretical accounts that consider these constituents represent the most important levels of lexical processing (i.e., the lexical quality hypothesis; [@bb0415], [@bb0420]) and those that, based on cross-linguistic evidence, emphasize that understanding visual word recognition necessarily entails simultaneously considering covariations between orthographic, phonological, and semantic sublinguistic units, as well as morphological aspects ([@bb0185]).

Here, we used functional fMRI to investigate neural modulations at regional and connectivity levels of left hemisphere reading-related regions in individuals with dyslexia and matched controls by means of a *reading aloud* (naming), a task widely used to measure reading abilities that posed strong cognitive demands, together with an experimental design that allowed us to examine reading-related processes specifically associated with phonological, orthographic and semantic processing. Several authors have emphasized that the deficits showed by readers with dyslexia are apparent only when tasks impose strong cognitive demands, such as fast responses (e.g., [@bb0490]). Thus, using a naming task allowed us to tax the performance of readers with dyslexia, as well as guarantee that participants were actually doing (reading) the task, and subsequently classify fMRI trials as correct and incorrect.

To examine reading-related processes specifically associated with phonological, orthographic and semantic processing, our fMRI experimental design included four different types of stimuli: 1) *consistent words*; 2) *inconsistent words* or words with specific pronunciation rules; 3) *pseudowords*; and, 4) *pseudohomophones* derived from misspells in real words. Based on previous neuroimaging reading research with normal readers, contrasts between these conditions allow examination of phonological effects (i.e., Pseudowords \> Consistent Words; e.g., [@bb0100]; [@bb0165]), orthographic effects (i.e., Pseudohomophones \> Inconsistent Words; e.g., [@bb9000]; [@bb0140]), and pseudohomophone or semantic effects (i.e., Pseudohomophones \> Pseudowords; e.g., [@bb0075]).

More specifically, first, *phonological effects* can be observed based on the functional contrast Pseudowords \> Consistent Words because pseudowords rely more on non-semantic orthography-to-phonology mapping, while consistent words benefit more from semantic processing. Previous research using this functional contrast to examine phonological effects has consistently revealed the involvement of regions along the nonlexical stream, including left parietal cortex, STG and *pars opercularis* (e.g., [@bb0100]; [@bb0165]; [@bb0170]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0345], [@bb0350]). Second, another major deficit in individuals with dyslexia is the impaired automaticity of visual word processing, which prevents skilled, fluent (automatic) reading (e.g., [@bb0135]). *Orthographic effects* can be examined using the functional contrast Pseudohomophones \> Inconsistent Words, which capitalizes on detecting an orthographic misspell, since the pseudohomophones are pseudowords derived from a one-letter error in actual words with specific pronunciation rules (e.g., *ajencia*) and inconsistent words are correctly written words that are subject to the same specific pronunciation rules (e.g., *agencia*). Although orthographic aspects of reading have been less explored in dyslexia, neuroimaging studies using visuo-orthographic letter strings and word processing tasks with minimal phonological involvement have revealed underactivations in occipital cortex in readers with dyslexia versus controls (e.g., [@bb0065]; [@bb0085]), vOT (e.g., [@bb0090]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0595], [@bb0600]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0650]) and parietal cortex (e.g., [@bb0325]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0495]). Finally, *pseudohomophone or semantic effects* have been examined in typically developing readers as a marker of reading development (e.g., [@bb0225]). This effect has typically been examined using the contrast Pseudohomophones \> Pseudowords, which capitalizes on the fact that a non-word that shares phonology but not orthography with a word, (e.g., in Spanish, the pseudohomophone *ajencia* and the real word *agencia*), leads to differential processing compared to that seen for other non-words (e.g., pseudoword: *alencia*). These effects are typically explained by the fact that a given pseudohomophone triggers the lexical representation of its phonologically identical baseword in the mental lexicon, which in turn activates the semantic information associated with that representation (e.g., [@bb0075]). Previous neuroimaging research on the pseudohomophone effect in normal readers has shown the engagement of regions involved in lexico-semantic processing, including the angular gyrus (AG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and anterior IFG regions (e.g., [@bb0035]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0310]).

Based on previous evidence (e.g., [@bb0330]; [@bb0515], [@bb0525]), in the present study we expected to observe regional hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia as opposed to control readers in left parietal cortex, STG and *pars opercularis* for the phonological effects; left vOT and parietal cortex for orthographic effects; and in AG, MTG and anterior IFG for the semantic (pseudohomophone) effect.

Importantly, we will also examine between-group differences in task-related functional connectivity for each of the four experimental conditions (i.e., Consistent Words, Inconsistent Words, Pseudowords, Pseudohomophones) among the left hemisphere regions showing hypoactivation for readers with dyslexia versus control readers. Since functional connectivity is thought to reflect the prior history of coactivations, in line with a Hebbian-like learning rule ([@bb0250]; [@bb0255]; [@bb0370]), the present study constitutes an important attempt to further examine if the areas showing regional hypoactivations in dyslexia also show differences in functional connectivity for readers with and without dyslexia in terms of phonological, orthographic and semantic-related processes. If hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia reflects deficits in adequately resolving reading processes at the regional level, it could be possible to predict increases in functional connectivity among these regions in individuals with dyslexia to compensate for regional reading deficits. However, based on previous findings suggesting that dyslexia can be determined to some extent to altered connectivity (e.g., [@bb0055]; [@bb0050]; [@bb0390], [@bb0400]), it might be possible that reading deficits in dyslexia are associated with underactivations at the regional level as well as with a reduced coupling among critical nodes within the reading network. Based on the limited number of studies that have examined differential task-based functional connectivity among readers with and without dyslexia, and the mixed findings reported in these studies, it would be reasonable to expect differences in left vOT-parietal cortex ([@bb0270]; [@bb0140]) and left vOT-IFG coactivation ([@bb0175]; [@bb0575]; [@bb0140]).

Finally, in line with evidence highlighting the role of the thalamus in reading processes and dyslexia (e.g., [@bb0145]), as well as recent findings suggesting that the deficits observed in dyslexic readers on sequential procedural learning may be associated with hippocampal function ([@bb0305]) and evidence showing that the hippocampus is involved in semantic reading processes ([@bb0035]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0440]), we will explore to what extent these regions show hypoactivation and a differential task-related functional connectivity pattern in readers with dyslexia compared to control readers.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

The final study sample included 41 participants, 20 readers with dyslexia (Mean Age = 21.71 years; 8 Female) and 21 matched controls (Mean Age = 21.40 years; 9 Female). All participants were right-handed monolinguals with Spanish as their native language (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Data from 6 additional participants (4 readers with dyslexia and 2 control readers) were excluded from analysis due to excessive head motion during imaging (see *fMRI data analyses* section below). Prior to taking part in the experiment, all participants gave written informed consent in compliance with the ethical regulations established by the BCBL Ethics Committee and the guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration.Table 1Participant demographics and behavioral scores by group. Standard deviations in parentheses.Table 1Dyslexic group (*n* = 20)Control group (*n* = 21)*p* valuesAge (years)21.71 (12.55)21.40 (11.84)0.93Gender (% female)4042.80.42Fluid Reasoning (ss)117.06 (13.93)114.33 (16.31)0.58Working Memory Span4.17 (1.15)4.45 (0.94)0.41Word Reading Accuracy (/40)36.50 (4.95)39.71 (0.56)0.005 Time (sec)46.55 (18.60)25.00 (4.24)\<0.001Pseudoword Reading Accuracy (/40)31.94 (5.22)38.38 (1.12)\<0.001 Time (sec)71.67 (28.95)43.42 (7.56)\<0.001Pseudoword Repetition Accuracy (%)0.80 (0.09)0.90 (0.07)\<0.001 Num phonemic errors6.60 (3.52)2.89 (2.83)0.002Phonemic Deletion Accuracy (%)0.81 (0.21)0.92 (0.11)0.04 Num. deletion errors3.56 (4.22)1.63 (2.43)0.10 Num. misplacing errors2.56 (3.22)0.58 (1.02)0.01[^1]

The inclusion criteria for selecting individuals with dyslexia were (1) self-reported childhood and/or reading difficulties at the time of testing, (2) intelligence quotient above 80, (3) below-normal reading performance (−1.5 standard deviation below average) on reading time and accuracy and (4) previous formal diagnosis of dyslexia. The exclusion criteria for the selection of all participants were (1) presence of language-related disorders, other than dyslexia, or learning disabilities (Specific Language Impairment, dyscalculia, dyspraxia, ADHD), (2) a long absence from school for personal reasons, and (3) history of vision and/or audition problems.

Readers with dyslexia and control counterparts were matched in individual variables (i.e., age and gender) as well as in high-order cognitive functions, including fluid reasoning abilities and working memory span. Fluid reasoning was measured with the corresponding performance subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales ([@bb0640], [@bb0645]). Group differences in reading performance were assessed with the word and pseudoword reading lists of the Evaluation of Processes of Reading-Revised (PROLEC-R) battery ([@bb0125]) using accuracy and total time for list reading. Also, group differences in phonological processing skills were evaluated with pseudoword repetition (i.e., phonological short-term memory), phonemic deletion (i.e., phonological awareness) and phonological fluency tasks.

In the pseudoword repetition task, participants listened to 24 pseudowords, one at a time, and were instructed to repeat them as accurately as possible. Items varied from 2 to 4 syllables (eight of 2, 3 and 4 syllables) and their structure followed Spanish phonotactic rules. They did not include the repetition of any phoneme within each pseudoword. The number of correctly-repeated pseudowords was recorded and converted into percentage. Phonemic errors were analyzed and assigned into the following categories: phonemic addition (/ta*Ø*forbegun/→/ta*s*forbegun/), phonemic substitution (/*t*alsomen/ → /*k*alsomen/), phonemic permutation (/mus*b*o*l*ife/ → /mus*l*o*b*ife/) and phonemic omission (/taforbegu*n*/ → /taforbegu*Ø*/).

In the phonemic deletion task, participants listened to pseudowords, one at a time, and were instructed to remove the first sound of the pseudoword and produce what remained. Twenty-four items 2 syllables long, respecting Spanish phonotactic rules were presented. Half of the items started with a consonantal cluster (e.g., /tr/) and the remaining half with a simple consonant-vowel syllable (e.g., /pa/). The number of correct answers was measured and converted into percentage. Errors were classified into the following categories: phoneme deletions errors (e.g., /pladi/ → /adi/) and phonemic errors occurring outside of the deletion site (e.g., /pladi/ → /lati/).

2.2. Materials and experimental procedure {#s0020}
-----------------------------------------

At the scanner, participants performed a single-word naming task with four different experimental conditions of interest: a) *consistent words* (e.g., *portería*); b) *inconsistent words* or words with specific pronunciation rules (e.g., *ingeniero*); c) *pseudowords* (e.g., *cinguda*) and d) *pseudohomophones* (e.g., *ajencia*), which are phonologically correct but orthographically misspelled, in contrast to the correct spelling: *agencia*. All pseudowords and pseudohomophones were created as a function of the selected real words. For the pseudowords, a single letter from the original word was changed. In contrast, for pseudohomophones, only the phoneme *b* was changed to *v*, and the phoneme *j* to *g*. In Spanish, the phonemes b-v have the same pronunciation. The same applies to the phonemes g-j when followed by vowels *e* and *i*. There were a total of 240 stimuli (60 items per condition). Stimuli were visually presented at the center of the screen. All stimuli were matched on frequency, number of orthographic neighbors and length (i.e., 5 to 9 letters; 2 to 5 syllables).

2.3. fMRI data acquisition {#s0025}
--------------------------

Whole-brain fMRI data acquisition was conducted on a 3-T Siemens TRIO whole-body MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) at the Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and Language (BCBL), using a 32-channel head coil. Snugly-fitting headphones (MR Confon, Magdeburg, Germany) were used to dampen background scanner noise and to enable communication with experimenters while in the scanner. Participants viewed stimuli back-projected onto a screen with a mirror mounted on the head coil. To limit head movement, the area between participants\' heads and the coil was padded with foam and participants were asked to remain as still as possible.

Functional images were acquired in two separated runs using a gradient-echo echo-planar pulse sequence with the following acquisition parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 25 ms, 35 contiguous 3 cubic mm axial slices, no inter-slice gap, flip angle = 90°, Field of view = 192 mm, 64 × 64 matrix, 230 volumes per run. Prior to each scan, four volumes were discarded to allow T1-equilibration effects. High-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence was also acquired with the following acquisition parameters: TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.97 ms, flip angle = 9°, Field of view = 256 mm, 176 volumes per run, voxel size = 1 cubic mm.

The order of the experimental conditions (consistent words, inconsistent words, pseudowords and pseudohomophones) and the inter-trial intervals (jitter fixation) within each functional run were determined with an algorithm designed to maximize the efficiency of the estimation of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) response (Optseq II; [@bb0130]). Participants\' in-scanner responses were recorded with a 40 dB noise-reducing microphone system (FOMRI-II, Optoacoustics Ltd.) allowing for an on-line naming synchronization. A dual adaptive filter system subtracted the reference input (MRI noise) from the source input (naming) and filtered the production instantly while recording the output. The optic fiber microphone was mounted on the head coil and wired to the sound filter box, of which the output port was directly wired to the audio in-line plug of the computer sound card. The audio files were saved and analyzed to obtain participants\' in-scanner accuracy via transcription and reaction times using Chronset ([@bb0535]).

2.4. fMRI data analysis {#s0030}
-----------------------

Standard SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London) preprocessing routines and analysis methods were employed. Images were corrected for differences in timing of slice acquisition and were realigned to the first volume by means of rigid-body motion transformation. Motion parameters were extracted from this process and were used, after a partial spatial smoothing of 4-mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel, to inform additional motion correction algorithms implemented by the Artifact Repair toolbox (ArtRepair; Stanford Psychiatric Neuroimaging Laboratory) intended to repair outlier volumes with sudden scan-to-scan motion exceeding 1 mm and volumes whose global intensity was \>1 SD away from the mean, and that corrects these outlier volumes via linear interpolation between the nearest non-outliers time points ([@bb0335]). Participants with \>20% to-be-corrected outlier volumes across or within each of the functional runs were excluded. Before applying this additional motion correction procedure we also excluded participants who showed a drift over 3-mm/degrees in any of the translation (x, y, z) and rotation (yaw, pitch, roll) directions. As a result of applying these motion correction criteria, we excluded a total of 6 participants from further data analyses. Importantly, the amount of corrected outlier volumes did not differ statistically between readers with dyslexia (Mean = 13.56; SD = 25.31) and controls (Mean = 8.67; SD = 16.40) groups (*p* = .49).

After volume repair, structural and functional volumes were co-registered and spatially normalized to T1 and echo-planar imaging templates, respectively. The normalization algorithm used a 12-parameter affine transformation, together with a non-linear transformation involving cosine basis functions. During normalization, the volumes were sampled to 3-mm cubic voxels. Templates were based on the MNI305 stereotaxic space ([@bb0115]), an approximation of Talairach space ([@bb0625]). Functional volumes were then spatially smoothed with a 7-mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel. Finally, time series were temporally filtered to eliminate contamination from slow frequency drift (high-pass filter with cut-off period: 128 s).

Statistical analyses were performed on individual participant data using the general linear model (GLM). fMRI time series data were modeled by a series of impulses convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). The motion parameters for translation (i.e., x, y, z) and rotation (i.e., yaw, pitch, roll) were included as covariates of noninterest in the GLM. Each trial was modeled as an event, time-locked to the onset of the presentation of each character string. The resulting functions were used as covariates in a GLM, along with a basic set of cosine functions that high-pass filtered the data. Least-squares parameter estimates of the effect for each study condition were used in pairwise contrasts. Contrast images, computed on a participant-by-participant basis, were submitted to group analyses.

At the group level, whole-brain contrasts between conditions were computed by performing one-sample *t*-tests on these images, treating participants as a random effect. We performed a general All Correct \> Null (fixation baseline) contrast to identify brain regions involved in our fMRI experimental design across conditions and groups for all the in-scanner correct responses. This contrast was thresholded at a voxel-wise corrected false discovery rate (FDR) of *q* \< 0.001 and was subsequently used to identify regions that were non-biased by the experimental manipulations in the region-of-interest (ROI) analyses described below. We also performed specific whole-brain contrast across all participants for the main comparisons of interest: phonological effect (i.e., Pseudowords -- Consistent words), orthographic effect (i.e., Pseudohomophone -- Inconsistent words), and the semantic pseudohomophone effect (i.e., Pseudohomophone -- Pseudowords). These specific contrasts were voxel-wise thresholded at a FDR *q* \< 0.05 (see Supplementary Materials and Supplementary Fig. 1). Brain coordinates throughout the text, as well as in tables and figures, are reported in MNI atlas space ([@bb0115]).

ROI analyses were performed with the MARSBAR toolbox for use with SPM8 ([@bb0080]). To gain further sensitivity to examine the effects of interest in our sample and to specifically control that the voxels going into these analyses were activated for correct responses in our fMRI experimental design, we functionally selected left-lateralized regions of a priori interest based on previous neuroimaging evidence and meta-analytical reviews ([@bb0285]; [@bb0400]; [@bb0515], [@bb0525]), including areas within the parietal cortex: AG (BA 39; center of mass = −44 -71 35; volume = 664 mm^3^), inferior parietal cortex (IPC; BA 40; center of mass = −37 -49 48; volume = 4112 mm^3^), and superior parietal cortex (SPC; BA 7; center of mass = −26 -65 51; volume = 3984 mm^3^); areas within the temporal cortex: vOT (BA 37; center of mass = −34 -69 -15; volume = 3184 mm^3^), posterior MTG (BA 21; center of mass = −55 -38 2; volume = 8128 mm^3^); prefrontal cortex (PFC): *pars opercularis* (BA 44; center of mass = −50 10 17; volume = 5240 mm^3^), *pars triangularis* (BA 45; center of mass = −47 25 12; volume = 5536 mm^3^), and *pars orbitalis* (BA 47; center of mass = −45 26--7; volume = 2248 mm^3^); and the left thalamus (center of mass = −11 -20 7; volume = 7504 mm^3^). We also include the left hippocampus (center of mass = −26 -26 -7; volume = 2208 mm^3^) due to recent evidence suggesting its role in normal reading (e.g., [@bb0440]) as well as deficits in sequential procedural learning observed in dyslexic readers (e.g., [@bb0305]). All these regions consisted of functional active voxels identified from the whole-brain contrast All Correct \> Null across all participants (*q* \< 0.001 false discovery rate (FDR) voxel-wise corrected threshold) and anatomically masked to the areas of interest.

Functional connectivity analyses were conducted via the beta correlation method ([@bb0530]), implemented in SPM8 with custom Matlab scripts. The canonical HRF in SPM was fit to each trial from each experimental condition and the resulting parameter estimates (i.e., beta values) were sorted according to the study conditions to produce a condition-specific beta series for each voxel. Two different functional connectivity analyses were performed: 1) pairwise connectivity between each pair of the left-lateralized ROIs that showed hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers (i.e., IPC, SPC, *pars triangularis*, *pars opercularis*, vOT, thalamus, hippocampus and AG); and 2) whole-brain functional connectivity using left thalamus and hippocampus as seed regions.

Pairwise functional connectivity analyses were used to examine 1) the overall coupling strength across study conditions, separately for controls and readers with dyslexia, between each pair of the left-lateralized ROIs that showed hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia relative controls (i.e., IPC, SPC, *pars triangularis*, *pars opercularis*, vOT, thalamus, hippocampus and AG), and 2) the differential coupling strength in the connectivity among these ROIs for controls versus readers with dyslexia. Importantly, to control that differences in functional connectivity were not determined by differences in the cluster size of the functionally defined ROIs, we repeated the same pairwise functional connectivity analyses using 5-mm radius spheres centered at the highest local maxima for all the ROIs (except for the hippocampal ROI due to the size and shape of this region).

First, to examine significant functional coactivations between these nodes of interest for readers with and without dyslexia, we calculated beta-series correlation values for each pair of ROIs. To do so, an arc-hyperbolic tangent transform ([@bb0180]) was applied at the subject level to the beta-series correlation values (r values) of each pair of ROIs and each study condition. These values were then averaged across conditions for participants in the control and dyslexic groups. Since the correlation coefficient is inherently restricted to range from −1 to +1, this transformation served to make its null hypothesis sampling distribution approach that of the normal distribution. To test for significant differences in the coupling strength of the pairwise connectivity between controls and readers with dyslexia for each condition in our experimental fMRI design, Fisher\'s Z normally distributed values for each pair of ROIs for each participant and condition were submitted to two-sample *t*-tests, which were thesholded for significance using a FDR q \< 0.05 to correct for multiple comparisons.

Second, to confirm and further examine results obtained with pairwise functional connectivity analyses, we also performed two separate whole-brain functional connectivity analyses using the left thalamus and hippocampus as seed regions. In these analyses, the beta series associated with these seeds were correlated with voxels across the entire left hemisphere of the brain to produce beta correlation images for each subject. Group-level two sample *t*-tests were performed on the resulting subject All Correct \> Null contrast images for each of the selected seeds (i.e., left hippocampus and left thalamus) for the comparisons Dyslexic \> Control groups and Control \> Dyslexic groups (q \< 0.05, FDR corrected). All these contrasts were also subjected to an arc-hyperbolic tangent transform to allow for statistical inference based on the correlation magnitudes. We selected the All Correct-Null contrast for whole-brain functional connectivity analyses to gain further sensitivity due to the higher number of observations going into this contrast.

3. Results {#s0035}
==========

3.1. In-scanner behavioral results {#s0040}
----------------------------------

To examine participants\' in-scanner performance on naming accuracy and naming latencies we carried out two separate 2 (Group: control, dyslexic) X 4 (Condition: consistent words, inconsistent words, pseudowords, pseudohomophones) mixed-model analyses of variance (ANOVAs), with Condition as the only within-subjects factor, with percent of correct responses and reaction times as dependent measures. Analysis for the percent of correct responses revealed that the main effects of Group, (*F*(1, 31) = 26.80; *p* \< .001, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.46), and Condition, (*F*(3, 93) = 46.19; *p* \< .001, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.60), were subsumed by a Group X Condition interaction, (*F*(3, 93) = 14.23; *p* \< .001, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.31). Simple-effects analyses revealed that control readers exhibited a higher percent of correct responses for pseudowords and pseudohomophones relative to readers with dyslexia (*p*s \< 0.001; see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). Moreover, whereas both controls and readers with dyslexia showed a higher percent of correct responses to all the conditions relative to pseudowords (*p*s \< 0.001), readers with dyslexia also exhibited a higher percent of correct responses to consistent and inconsistent words relative to pseudohomophones (*p*s \< 0.01). Analyses for naming latencies did not reveal Group main or interactive effects (*F*s \< 1; *p* ≥ .01, *η*~*p*~^2^ ≤ 0.02).Fig. 1In-scanner behavioral results. (A) Percent correct naming responses and naming latencies as a function of Group (control, dyslexic) and Condition (consistent words, inconsistent words, pseudowords, pseudohomophones). (B) Differential percent correct naming responses and differential naming latencies in absolute values as a function of group and contrasts of interest: Phonological effect (i.e., Pseudowords-Consistent Words), Orthographic effect (i.e., Pseudohomophone-Inconsistent Words), and Semantic (Pseudohomophone) effect (i.e., Pseudohomophone-Pseudowords). Error bars show the standard error with a 0.95 confidence interval. Asterisks denote statistically significant (*p* \< .05) group effects within single conditions/contrasts of interest. Cons. = Consistent; Incons. = Inconsistent; Pseudohomop. = Pseudohomophones.Fig. 1

Given the specific interest in examining fMRI contrasts focused on reading-related phonological, orthography and semantic effects, we conducted separate one-way ANOVAs with the factor Group and the absolute values of the subtraction between conditions for the Phonological Effect (i.e., \|Pseudoword -- Consistent Words\|), Orthographic Effect (i.e., \|Pseudohomophone -- Inconsistent Words\|), and the Semantic (Pseudohomophone) Effect (i.e., \|Pseudohomophone -- Pseudowords\|) with naming accuracy and naming latencies as dependent measures. These analyses revealed statistically significant effects of Group in naming accuracy across all the reading-related effects of interest (*F*s(1, 36) ≥ 11.35; *p*s \< 0.01, *η*~*p*~^2^ ≥ 0.26), with readers with dyslexia exhibiting stronger differences between the conditions in these comparisons relative to control readers (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). No Group effects emerged in the naming latencies analyses (*F*s \< 1; *p*s ≥ 0.34, *η*~*p*~^2^ ≤ 0.03).

3.2. fMRI results {#s0045}
-----------------

### 3.2.1. Whole-brain contrasts {#s0050}

Regions involved across conditions and participants. To identify brain regions associated with reading processes across all participants and factors in the experimental fMRI design, we computed a whole-brain contrast for All Correct trials \> Null or fixation baseline ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, to obtain common voxels contributing to reading processes in both control and readers with dyslexia and not bias subsequent fMRI analyses based on the activation in one of the groups, this whole-brain analysis was conducted across all participants. Consistent with prior neuroimaging evidence (e.g., [@bb0310]), this contrast revealed the involvement of left hemisphere regions typically involved in reading-related processes including *pars triangularis* (BA 45), *pars opercularis* (BA 44) and pars orbitalis (BA 47) in the PFC; MTG (BA 21), superior temporal gyrus (STG; BA 22), and fusiform gyrus/vOT (BA 37), in the temporal lobe; IPC (BA 40) and SPC (BA 7) in the parietal lobe. This contrast also showed homologues in right hemisphere regions, as typically shown in previous naming neuroimaging studies ([@bb0030]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0355]), as well as left hippocampal and bilateral thalamic activation.Fig. 2Brain rendering and axial slice sections showing activations for the All Correct \> Null whole-brain contrast across all subjects at a statistical threshold of *q* \< 0.001 FDR voxel-wise corrected.Fig. 2

### 3.2.2. ROI analyses {#s0055}

We conducted ROI analyses to characterize Group effects in the activation profile of regions of a priori interest based on previous studies and meta-analysis in naming- and reading-related processes in dyslexia, including IFG, lateral temporal cortex, parietal lobe, thalamus and vOT. As indicated, to avoid potential biases in the patterns of activation observed in these ROI analyses and to make sure that these regional analyses included relevant voxels involved in processes engaged by readers with and without dyslexia, these regions were selected across all subjects from the general whole-brain All \> Null contrast. This contrast yielded activations in most of the left-lateralized key regions involved in reading processes: *pars triangularis, opercularis*, *orbitalis*, MTG, STG, IPC, SPC, thalamus and vOT ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Also, given that we observed left hippocampal activation in this general contrast (i.e., All Correct \> Null) and in specific contrasts of interest related to semantic processing (i.e., pseudohomophone effect: Pseudohomophones \> Consistent Words), and that there is evidence suggesting that the hippocampus is at the base of the sequential procedural learning deficits exhibited by dyslexic readers (e.g., [@bb0305]) and it is involvement in reading-related processes (e.g., [@bb0035]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0440]), we also included in this analysis the left hippocampus region that was activated in the All Correct \> Null general contrast.

Because of our specific interest in examining Group effects for the phonological, orthographic and semantic (pseudohomophone) effects, we extracted fMRI parameter estimates for these three specific contrasts (i.e., Pseudowords \> Consistent Words; Pseudohomophones \> Inconsistent Words; Pseudohomophones \> Pseudowords) from these ROIs and submitted then to one-way ANOVAs with Group (control, dyslexic) as the between-subjects factor. As shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, these analyses revealed group differences in common and specific regions: a) phonological effects were found in IPC and SPC; b) orthographic effects were found also in IPC and SPC, but also in *pars opercularis* and *triangularis*, as well as vOT and thalamus; and, c) semantically related pseudohomophone effects were found in AG and hippocampus. Importantly, all these regions showed statistically significant hypoactivation for readers with dyslexia relative to control readers across the effects of interest. ROI analyses for posterior MTG and *pars orbitalis* did not show Group effects across any of these three contrasts of interest. No regions showed hyperactivation for readers with dyslexia versus controls, consistent with findings from previous meta-analytical reviews (e.g., [@bb0330]; [@bb0400]; [@bb0515]).Fig. 3ROI analyses showing group differences in % signal change as a function of the effects of interest. (A) Regions that showed group differences for both phonological and orthographic effects: IPC and SPC. (B) Regions that revealed group differences only for the orthographic effect: pars opercularis, pars triangularis, vOT, and thalamus. (C) Regions that showed group differences for the semantic (pseudohomophone) effect: AG and hippocampus. Asterisks indicate group comparisons that showed statistically significant effects: \**p* \< .05, \*\**p* \< .01. Brain coordinates correspond to the MNI coordinates for the center of mass of each ROI. IPC = inferior parietal cortex; SPC = superior parietal cortex; vOT = ventral occipitotemporal cortex; AG = angular gyrus.Fig. 3Table 2Summary of ROIs results (group effects).Table 2Effects/ROIsF-valuesFDR q-valuesPhonological Effects L. IPC (BA 40)*F*(1, 39) = 4.560.043 L. SPC (BA 7)*F*(1, 39) = 5.790.033Orthographic Effects L. IPC (BA 40)*F*(1, 40) = 16.220.001 L. SPC (BA 7)*F*(1, 40) = 8.840.025 *L. opercularis* (BA 44)*F*(1, 40) = 5.840.033 *L. triangularis* (BA 45)*F*(1, 39) = 5.120.036 L. vOT (BA 37)*F*(1, 38) = 4.120.050 L. Thalamus*F*(1, 40) = 5.600.033Semantic Effects L. AG (BA 39)*F*(1, 40) = 6.330.033 L. Hippocampus*F*(1, 39) = 7.160.033

### 3.2.3. Functional connectivity analyses {#s0060}

Previous studies and theoretical models have suggested potential ways in which left hemisphere regions interact during naming and reading tasks (e.g., [@bb0310]). As previously indicated, although there is extensive evidence showing regional hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia compared to controls (e.g., [@bb0325]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0340]; [@bb0515]; [@bb0430]) and mixed evidence in terms of differential connectivity between controls and readers with dyslexia (e.g., [@bb0055]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0140]), previous research has not examined differences in the functional connectivity of the reading network between readers with dyslexia and controls specifically for nodes showing regional hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia. To this end, and to further understand to what extent regional hypoactivation relates to concomitant differences in functional connectivity between readers with dyslexia and control readers, we used pairwise and whole-brain functional connectivity analyses ([@bb0530]).

First, analysis examining overall coupling strength across study conditions separately for controls and readers with dyslexia between each pair of the left-lateralized ROIs that showed hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers (i.e., IPC, SPC, *pars triangularis*, *pars opercularis*, vOT, thalamus, hippocampus and AG) revealed a strikingly similar pattern of overall significant connections in both groups. Nevertheless, when comparing the differential coupling strength between these groups, results showed that readers with dyslexia exhibit tighter functional connectivity than control readers for several pairs of nodes ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A). More specifically, for consistent pseudowords and inconsistent pseudowords (i.e., pseudohomophones) readers with dyslexia exhibited strong thalamic-vOT and thalamic-IPC functional coactivation. Also, only for pseudohomophones, which allow access to the lexical representation of phonologically identical base words in a mental lexicon, activating semantic information associated with that representation, we additionally observed stronger thalamic-AG functional connectivity. Moreover, for consistent and inconsistent words, readers with dyslexia exhibited tighter hippocampal-*pars opercularis* functional coactivation relative to control readers. Also, in the case of words with specific pronunciation rules (i.e., inconsistent words), readers with dyslexia exhibited stronger vOT-IPC connectivity than control readers. Importantly, none of the pairwise functional connectivity analyses for the different conditions of the present experimental design revealed statistically stronger functional connectivity for controls versus readers with dyslexia. The same pattern of results emerged when 5-mm radius spheres, centered at the region local maxima were used in these pairwise connectivity analyses.Fig. 4Functional connectivity analyses. (A) Left sagittal rendering showing hypoactivated regions in readers with dyslexia and the pairwise connections among them showing differential coupling for Dyslexic \> Control groups (*q* \< 0.05 FDR-corrected). (B) Left-hemisphere brain renderings showing whole-brain functional connectivity maps with left thalamus (left panel) and left hippocampus (right panel) for Dyslexic \> Control groups two-sample *t*-tests (*q* \< 0.05 FDR-corrected). Tri. = *pars triangularis*; Oper. = *pars opercularis*; Thal. = thalamus; Hipp. = hippocampus; IPC = inferior parietal cortex; SPC = superior parietal cortex; AG = angular gyrus; vOT = ventral occipitotemporal cortex.Fig. 4

Second, to further examine the possibility that our functional connectivity approach of using regions showing hypoactivation for readers with dyslexia relative to controls in the main reading-related contrasts of interest might miss statistically significant functional connectivity differences for controls relative to readers with dyslexia, we conducted two separate whole-brain functional connectivity two-sample *t*-test analyses seeding the central nodes showing between-group differences in the pairwise connectivity analysis: left thalamus and left hippocampus ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B). These analyses examined voxels in the left hemisphere that were tightly coactivated with these seeds across all the main experimental conditions (i.e., All \> Null). The analysis using the left thalamic seed revealed stronger coupling for Dyslexic \> Control groups with vOT, IPC and AG, confirming our pairwise functional connectivity results; as well as with clusters in the postcentral, SPC, pars orbitalis and insula. Aside from the vOT, IPC and AG, none of the other significantly coactivated clusters with the thalamic seed fully overlap with the ROIs of interest used in our previous pairwise functional connectivity analyses. Also, there were no clusters showing stronger coactivation in the two-sample *t*-test for Control \> Dyslexic groups. Finally, the analysis using the left hippocampal seed revealed tighter coupling with pars opercularis for Dyslexic \> Control groups, also confirming the results from the pairwise connectivity analyses; as well as with clusters in IPC, precuneus, postcentral, precentral, MFG and SFG. Aside from the pars opercularis, none of the other clusters significantly coactivated with the hippocampal seed fully overlap with the ROIs of interest used in our previous pairwise functional connectivity analyses. The Control \> Dyslexic groups two-sample *t*-tests for the left hippocampus whole-brain functional connectivity only revealed a statistically significant coactivated cluster in the posterior parahippocampal gyrus.

4. Discussion {#s0065}
=============

The present study aimed at investigating regional hypoactivation and functional coupling among hypoactivated nodes in readers with dyslexia versus control readers, using a demanding reading task and an experimental design that allowed us to examine the between-groups functional dynamics related to phonological, orthographic and semantic reading operations. Reduced regional activation in dyslexia has been extensively documented in studies examining specific reading-related components. Here, within the same sample and study, we sought to examine the relation between the specific operations involved in reading (phonological, orthographic and semantic) and regional hypoactivations in readers with dyslexia across classical reading areas, including also the thalamus and the hippocampus. Furthermore, examined the previously-unexplored question of whether these regional reduced activations are associated with concomitant differences in the functional coupling among these hypoactivated regions, which can shed further light on how the brain with dyslexia deals with difficulties in resolving reading operations at the regional level. Our findings showed that regional hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers were associated with specific phonological, orthographic and semantic reading processes. Importantly, functional connectivity was stronger for readers with dyslexia versus control readers between the thalamus and regions showing hypoactivation for phonological (IPC), orthographic (IPC, vOT) and semantic processing (AG) for pseudoword reading, and between the hippocampus and a region typically involved in accessing representations (*pars opercularis*) for word reading. These main findings are discussed below.

4.1. Regional hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia specifically associated with phonological, orthographic and semantic reading processes {#s0070}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite extensive neuroimaging research, evidence of regional hypoactivations in readers with dyslexia versus control readers has been mixed. Here, we show underactivations in several brain regions specifically associated with phonological, orthographic and semantic processes. The main reasons for the differences in regional hypoactivation found between previous studies can be attributed to 1) limitations in analytical approaches and statistical power and 2) differences in the experimental paradigms employed and selected contrasts. Most of the previous neuroimaging studies published to date have searched for underactivations by conducting whole-brain analysis to identify the activity underlying reading or reading-related skills, and then reporting on between-group differences. Also, many of these studies did not correct for multiple comparisons at the voxel-wise level and/or did not use adequate cluster-level corrections, increasing the risk of Type I errors or false positives (e.g., [@bb0020]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0450]). Heterogeneity in the type of experimental reading tasks (e.g., word rhyming, overt naming, covert naming, letter-speech sound integration, sentence processing) and contrasts selected to examine brain activation differences between groups (e.g., Pseudowords \> Fixation, Words & Pseudowords \> Fixation, Words \> False Fonts, Sentence Reading \> Fixation) has also been the norm (see for instance [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} in [@bb0525] meta-analytical review for a description of the statistical thresholds, experimental tasks and selected contrasts used).

The relevance of previous neuroimaging reading studies in elucidating the reading deficits in individuals with dyslexia is unquestionable. Nevertheless, the study of the neurobiology of dyslexia can strongly benefit from integrative approaches that can shed further light on our understanding of these deficits in the functioning of the main aspects supporting successful reading. Specifically, the lexical quality hypothesis ([@bb0415], [@bb0420]) proposes that one important difference between skilled and less-skilled readers involves the degree to which there is efficient integration across phonological, orthographic, and semantic levels of linguistic representations. In this regard, understanding regional deficits in readers with dyslexia for each of these major constituents of lexical processing is a critical initial step towards better understanding to what extent these constituents are compromised and to establishing their neural correlates in readers with dyslexia.

### 4.1.1. Phonological effect {#s0075}

Our results for the phonological effect revealed underactivation for readers with dyslexia relative to control readers in the IPC and SPC. Previous studies using tasks emphasizing phonological aspects have consistently shown hypoactivations in posterior parietal cortex along the dorsal reading pathway believed to mediate assembled phonology (e.g., [@bb0085]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0260]; [@bb9005]; [@bb0520]; [@bb0545]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0650]; but see, for instance, [@bb0070], [@bb0340], [@bb0395], for between-group null effects in parietal lobe regions). Hypoactivations in left parietal cortex for readers with dyslexia versus control readers were observed for specifically-contrasting pseudowords versus fixation in phonological lexical decision tasks (e.g., [@bb0520]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0650]), implicit and explicit reading tasks (e.g., [@bb0085]), and overt reading in phonological and orthographic tasks (e.g., [@bb0545]).

Contrary to our hypothesis, results from the present study did not reveal hypoactivation in the left MTG associated with phonological effects in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers. In fact, the left MTG and *pars orbitalis* were the only ROIs not showing differential group activations for any of the effects of interest. Multiple reasons may determine this null effect. One potential reason for not observing hypoactivations in these regions is the type of task (naming) used in the present study, which was chosen to increase reading demands but it differed from the tasks used in other studies showing hypoactivation effects in these regions for dyslexic readers relative to controls (see [@bb0330]; [@bb0515], [@bb0525]).

### 4.1.2. Orthographic effect {#s0080}

In the present study, the left IPC and SPC also showed hypoactivation for readers with dyslexia compared to controls for orthographic effects. The IPC is implicated in the mapping between orthographic and phonological representations and it is sensitive to conflict between orthographic and phonological information ([@bb0045]). Previous studies have shown that the IPC is hypoactivated in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers for orthographic tasks and conflicting stimuli to examine orthography-to-phonology mapping (e.g., [@bb0090]; [@bb0545]). Consistent with these results, in the present study, using a demanding reading task and a contrast (Pseudohomophones \> Inconsistent Words) that enhances orthography-to-phonology mapping demands ([@bb0465]; [@bb0585]), we also observed IPC underactivation in readers with dyslexia. Further evidence showing the involvement of the left IPC and SPC in orthographic processes has come from recent studies showing that this region is involved in letter identity and, critically, in letter position coding in normal readers ([@bb0105]). Specifically with regard to the SPC, this region has consistently been found to be involved in visual attention span deficits in readers with dyslexia (e.g., [@bb0325]; [@bb0430]), with visual attention span strongly linked to orthographic processing (e.g., [@bb0320]).

In typical readers, the vOT is specialized for print processing and sensitive to the orthographic familiarity of letter strings. Our results showed vOT underactivation for readers with dyslexia versus controls for orthographic effects, which is consistent with previous reports showing hypoactivation in this region in individuals with dyslexia for a variety of word processing tasks ([@bb0085]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0340]; [@bb9010]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0545]; [@bb0555]; [@bb0590]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0650]) and with meta-analytic results from children and adults contrasting readers with dyslexia with normal readers ([@bb0525]). However, although the relation of vOT with dyslexia is a relatively well-documented finding, not all studies examining differences between readers with dyslexia and controls have reported hypoactivity in this region (e.g., [@bb0275]; [@bb0200], [@bb0205]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0360]; [@bb0570]), which could be due to differences in the experimental paradigms employed and contrasts selected.

With respect to the IFG, this region has traditionally been considered a contributor to phonological assembly and articulatory planning (e.g., [@bb0470]). Studies comparing individuals with dyslexia with proficient-reading counterparts have generally observed hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia in the IFG ([@bb0060]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0570]; but see for instance [@bb0205] for null effects; and [@bb0085], [@bb0240], [@bb0585] for studies showing hypearctivation in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers). Our results showing hypoactivation in *pars opercularis* and *triangularis* in relation to the orthographic effects are in line with recent findings with normal readers highlighting the role of the IFG in orthographic processing. [@bb0635] study found concomitant gradients of increasing word selectivity along the anterior-posterior y-axis of vOT and along the medial-lateral x-axis of Broca\'s area, indicating that the duplication of the word-selectivity gradient pattern in these two left hemisphere regions may be a result of the neural connections between them, a suggestion posteriorly confirmed by [@bb0375]. Also, recent views of reading propose a more direct role of the IFG in orthographic processing via grapheme-to-phoneme conversion ([@bb0510]). Furthermore, the presence of functional connections between the IFG and vOT regions ([@bb0505], [@bb0510]) suggests that some level of top-down modulation of vOT function by the IFG may be occurring. Phonological remapping, as required for articulation, is subserved by the IFG ([@bb0385]; [@bb0470]) and likely involves constant access to orthographic representations established within the OTC. Such continuous communication may lead to similar neuronal tuning in both of these left hemisphere regions ([@bb0375]). Our vOT-IFG functional connectivity results did not reveal differences between controls and readers with dyslexia, which suggests that although readers with dyslexia may have deficits in solving orthographic processes at the regional level in vOT and IFG, these deficits do not appear to be modulated by a differential strength in connectivity among them. This null finding is also consistent with studies in dyslexia demonstrating no differences between readers with dyslexia and controls in ventral structural connectivity via the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus ([@bb0630]).

Finally, the left thalamus was also underactivated in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers for orthographic effects in the present study. As indicated, the thalamus is a key structure for language processing and has typically been found associated with dyslexia in functional and structural MRI studies ([@bb0145]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0285]; [@bb0330]), as well as in histological studies showing abnormal cellular organization in first-order thalamic visual and auditory sensory nuclei (LGN, MGN) in the brains of individuals with dyslexia (e.g., [@bb0195]; [@bb0315]; see also [@bb0620]). As well as in first-order sensory nuclei, neuroimaging research has also evinced hypoactivation in the pulvinar nucleus in readers with dyslexia and in atypically-developing participants (e.g., late talkers), relative to control counterparts ([@bb0085]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0460]; [@bb0475], [@bb0480]). The left thalamus ROI functionally identified in the present study included mostly the pulvinar, which is thought to play a coordinating role in cortical-cortical communication, allowing cortical areas to communicate indirectly via non-reciprocal cortical-pulvinar circuitries ([@bb0605]), and it has been associated with gating of perceptual information and the regulation of visual attention ([@bb0455]; [@bb0550]). The pulvinar appears to mediate selective attention to features that shape orthographic learning with the input from regions sensitive to linguistic forms, and thus when disrupted results in impaired reading abilities (e.g., [@bb0120]).

### 4.1.3. Semantic (pseudohomophone) effect {#s0085}

Our results showed that the AG and the hippocampus were underactivated for readers with dyslexia relative to control readers for the pseudohomophone semantic-related effect. On the one hand, the AG has been typically associated to processing word meaning across multiple neuroimaging studies (e.g., [@bb0025]; [@bb0230]), large-scale meta-analyses ([@bb0035]) and neuroanatomical models of reading (e.g., [@bb0310]). Previous neuroimaging studies on dyslexia have reported AG hypoactivation in readers with dyslexia relative to controls (e.g., [@bb0235]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0585]). However, meta-analytical reviews have generally failed to find evidence for consistent AG underactivation effects in dyslexia (e.g., [@bb0330]; [@bb0400]; [@bb0515], [@bb0525]), which might be due to the fact that most of the studies included in these meta-analytical reviews were not focused on fMRI tasks emphasizing semantic processing. On the other hand, the hippocampus has been largely ignored as a region of interest in reading-related tasks and in studies examining differences among readers with dyslexia and controls (but see [@bb0305]). However, results from single-word reading and sentence processing MRI studies conducted in our lab ([@bb0365]; [@bb0370]; [@bb0540]) and recent findings confirm the relevance of the hippocampus in semantic processes during reading ([@bb0035]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0440]; see [@bb0280] for a neuropsychological review). Additionally, recent evidence has suggested that hippocampal function may be associated with sequential procedural learning deficits observed in readers with dyslexia ([@bb0305]). Consistently, in the present study, reduced hippocampal activation for readers with dyslexia relative to control readers was observed, in particular for the semantic (pseudohomophone) effect.

4.2. Stronger functional connectivity for readers with dyslexia versus controls among regional hipoactivated nodes {#s0090}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are a limited number of fMRI studies that have examined activation-based functional connectivity during reading tasks comparing readers with dyslexia and control counterparts. Among them, overall, increased left hemisphere vOT-IFG, vOT-IPC, vOT-AG, visual regions-IPC and STG-IFG functional coupling were typically reported for controls versus readers with dyslexia ([@bb0055]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0575]; [@bb0140]).

Compared to controls, readers with dyslexia have typically shown increased functional connectivity between left hemisphere regions and default-mode network regions, and also between left hemisphere regions and right homologous language regions (e.g., [@bb0175]; [@bb0300]). Other studies have also reported tighter coupling for readers with dyslexia as opposed to control readers between left IFG and other PFC regions ([@bb0175]; [@bb0500]). These increases in functional coupling in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers have usually been explained as the result of compensatory strategies intended to overcome reading processing deficits ([@bb0175]; [@bb0300]). In this vein, a longitudinal study examining functional connectivity before and after the implementation of an instructional intervention showed that increased functional connectivity for readers with dyslexia relative to controls disappeared after remediation ([@bb0500]; see also [@bb0300], for a cross-sectional study with groups of participants exposed to different types of remediation).

Nevertheless, it is important to note that most of the results with regard to group differences in functional coupling mentioned above have not been consistently replicated and most of these studies examining task-based connectivity did not disentangle these effects as a function of the principal components of the reading system and/or just focused on one specific aspect of reading, using tasks such as rhyming ([@bb0095]), naming words and pseudowords ([@bb0270]), phonological lexical decision ([@bb0575]; [@bb0140]) and phoneme mapping ([@bb0500]; [@bb0575]). Therefore, the different patterns in functional connectivity typically explained as dysfunctional or compensatory have strongly depended so far on the nature of the task used ([@bb0400]).

In the present study, group differences in functional connectivity were examined for relevant left hemisphere nodes showing specific regional hypoactivation for phonological, orthographic and semantic reading processes. Functional connectivity analyses revealed that individuals with dyslexia exhibited tighter functional coactivation relative to controls between the thalamus and posterior occipito-temporal and parietal cortical regions (vOT, IPC, AG) during pseudoword reading; and between the hippocampus and the IFG *pars opercularis* during word reading. In line with previous functional and structural evidence with readers with dyslexia highlighting the involvement of the thalamus in general, and of the pulvinar complex in particular, our results underline the critical role of this region by showing hypoactivation for orthographic effects as well as group differences in connectivity with posterior cortical regions. It has been argued that the pulvinar mediates interactions between visual language and attentional regions. When dealing with orthographic features, the connectivity between the pulvinar and ventral visual regions may allow for the selection (or attentional enhancement) of those visual features that will come to shape the functional organization of the ventral visual pathway for orthographic forms (e.g., [@bb0580]). However, orthography does not only involve visual recognition but is fundamentally relational and constrained by phonological and possibly semantic knowledge. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that this thalamic region, which is hypoactivated in readers with dyslexia relative to controls for orthographic effects, is also more strongly coactivated in these individuals with regions that have shown regional hypoactivation for orthographic (IPC, vOT), phonological (IPC), and semantic processing (AG). Clearly, neuroimaging studies focused on examining the role of the thalamus in reading are needed to shed further light on the functional interactions of this region with classical nodes within the reading network.

On the other hand, our data show stronger left hippocampus coupling with left pars opercularis during word reading for readers with dyslexia relative to controls. Recent evidence has highlighted the involvement of the hippocampus in semantic reading processes ([@bb0035]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0440]). In this vein, a meta-analysis of fMRI activations associated with the term "reading" in a total of 427 studies ([Neurosynth.org](http://Neurosynth.org){#ir0005}, [@bb0660]) showed significant participation of left hippocampus (see [@bb0410]). Also, the hypoactivation observed in the present study in the left hippocampus for semantic-related effects is also consistent with this evidence, highlighting its involvement in reading and semantic operations. Tighter functional coupling among left hippocampus and left *pars opercularis* during word reading for readers with dyslexia relative to controls may reflect individuals with dyslexia greater need to integrate and maintain the memory representations required for online reading ([@bb0150]), in interaction with the regions involved in accessing representations (e.g., [@bb0490]).

Thus, our functional connectivity results focusing on the hypoactivated nodes in readers with dyslexia highlight the critical role of regions that, despite not being usually considered as part of the reading network, present strong connections with cortical regions of the reading network for pseudoword and word reading. Importantly, these results were confirmed across pairwise and whole-brain functional connectivity analyses, indicating that subcortical structures, such as the thalamus and hippocampus, might enable functional dynamics for orthographic and semantic reading processes, to compensate regional reading deficits in dyslexia.

4.3. Increased subcortico-cortical connectivity among regions showing regional reading deficits {#s0095}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Different hypotheses with regard to the underlying causes of dyslexia, including among others the phonological deficit hypothesis (e.g., [@bb0220]; [@bb0485]; [@bb0585]) and the magnocellular theory ([@bb0195]; [@bb0615]; [@bb0620]), consider that the major reading deficits observed in this developmental disorder are related to the function of cortical and subcortical regions. Results from the present study highlight the importance of cortical regions within the reading network in dyslexia and provide valuable information to further understand regional activation deficits as a function of phonological, orthographic and semantic reading processes. Including the thalamus and hippocampus in these regional analyses revealed that these regions also showed hypoactivations in readers with dyslexia relative to control readers for orthographic and semantic effects respectively, emphasizing that regional deficits in dyslexia are also present at the subcortical level. In this vein, the present study advances our knowledge by showing that regional deficits are common across cortical and subcortical structures. Further, our results reveal for the first time that these cortical and subcortical regional deficits in readers with dyslexia occur concomitantly with increases in functional coactivation between subcortical and cortical nodes exhibiting hypoactivation for phonological, orthographic and semantic reading processes. Although in the past, some theoretical accounts have highlighted the role of cortical as opposed to subcortical reading deficits, both of them are useful in understanding the neurobiology of dyslexia. Our results clearly point out the need to investigate more precisely the interactions between subcortical and cortical regions for the main reading systems to further understand the patterns of regional deficits and brain connectivity related to reading processes in individuals with dyslexia.

4.4. Conclusion {#s0100}
---------------

By means of a reading aloud (naming) task that poses strong cognitive demands and an experimental design that allowed examination of the reading-related processes specifically associated with phonological, orthographic and semantic processing, the present fMRI study investigated regional deficits in activation and functional connectivity among hypoactivated nodes in a group of readers with dyslexia and control counterparts. Readers with dyslexia exhibited hypoactivation associated with phonological processing in parietal regions (IPC, SPC); with orthographic processing in parietal regions (IPC, SPC), Broca\'s area (*pars opercularis* and *triangularis*), vOT and thalamus; and with semantic processing in the AG and hippocampus. Furthermore, task pairwise and whole-brain functional connectivity revealed tighter functional coactivation in readers with dyslexia versus control readers between the thalamus and regions showing hypoactivation for phonological (IPC), orthographic (IPC, vOT) and semantic processing (AG) for pseudoword reading, and between the hippocampus and regions exhibiting hypoactivation for orthographic processing (*pars opercularis*), for word reading.

The fact that regional deficits and differences in functional coactivation were associated with these three different reading components underscores the importance of further developing integrative views that advance our understanding of the neurobiology of dyslexia, in line with theoretical accounts that have highlighted that reading necessarily involves simultaneous covariations between phonological, orthographic and semantic processes ([@bb0185]; [@bb0415]). Based on this initial evidence, it is important for future research (ideally with larger sample sizes that would allow regression-based analytical approaches) to investigate within a single study the percentage of reading behavior variance explained by each of these reading constituents in readers with and without dyslexia. It will be especially important to examine whether or not dyslexic readers use semantic and/or orthographic skills to compensate for other reading difficulties (e.g., [@bb0110]) and to what extent they do so. Another important goal for future research would be to investigate regional hypoactivations and functional connectivity in right-lateralized regions that may play a specific role in some of the major components of reading examined here, in line with accounts that highlight the role of right-hemisphere compensatory mechanisms in dyslexia.

Importantly, the present study was conducted with Spanish monolinguals. Previous evidence has suggested that clinical difficulties associated with dyslexia are less common in transparent languages with consistent orthographies (e.g., Italian) than in languages with inconsistent orthographies (e.g., English; [@bb0015]; [@bb0425]). Nevertheless, cross-cultural comparisons have shown that poor readers in English, French and Italian showed similar deficits in neural activation relative to poor readers in Italian, despite the fact that Italian participants exhibited higher overall reading accuracy ([@bb0395]). Although in the present study we did not include any manipulation related to language orthography, consistent with previous neuroimaging results mostly from studies conducted with English monolinguals, our findings clearly suggest the presence of regional deficits across the major reading networks nodes.

In sum, findings from the present study constitute the first and strongest evidence so far of the interplay between regional hypoactivation and functional connectivity among the underactivated nodes in dyslexia, as a function of critical subcortical and cortical brain structures and the main systems supporting reading.
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[^1]: ss = standard scores.
